
Science:
* Animals

* Reptiles and their attributes

* Birds and their attributes.

Social Studies:
We will learn about different jobs on 

the farm. Learn about animals and 

their habitats and understand what 

happens on a farm.

Language Art:
Alphabets:X/x, V/v, J/j and 
Q/q

Sight words: play and little
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Questions or concerns:

somia.awan@ilm-academy.com

:

WELCOME TO
PREK 4

Numbers: 
21,22,23,24,and 25
Shapes: Review all 
3D shapes.
Oral counting from 
1-90
Sequencing
Subitizing

PreK 4 really had fun working with the clay and also enjoyed 
painting with their parents.
Everyone in PreK 4 is working hard mastering their skills. 

Alhamdulillah all the students are reading 
our small curriculum books and being proud of themselves.
I would like to thank all the PreK 4 Parents for making our 
Bake sale a huge success. 
Special thanks to Sr. Sabih, Sr.Hina, 
Sr. Saadiya and Sr.Nafisa for setting up and running the 
entire thing.
Jazak Allah Kheir for your time and patience :)

February highlights

https://ilm-academy.com/
https://www.facebook.com/ilmacademy/


Arabic
For the month of February, we cover:

Letters:

Identify the shape of letters “Dhaa” 
and “Ayn”, “Dhad” in Arabic

Color and trace the letters listed 
above

Listen and repeat the sound of the 
letters

Numbers:

Recognize number Sevenin Arabic

Color and write number Seven 
“Sabaa” in Arabic

Shape:

Identify the moon “Hilal” shape in 
Arabic

Color:

Review colors in Arabic  

Learn their names in Arabic

Then every day we discuss the 
calendar and the weather in Arabic

The Previous Weeks:
Quran: We finished learning Surat An-Nasr Al-
Hamdulillah
Islamic studies: We covered the Shahadah, 
Salah, Wudoo’,Zakah And Sawm Ramadan 
from the Five Pillars of Islam.
The Du’aa: We practiced the Du’aa we say 
after sneezing ( Alhamdu lillaah ُ
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The Weeks Ahead:
In Sha Allah our class will begin learning:

Quran: Surat Al-Masad

2-Islamic studies:  Continue learning about 
the Five Pillars
3-Du’aa: The Du’aa we say for sick person

Quran/Islamic Studies:
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A Peek at Pre-K 4’s Learning Fun 


